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Abstract
We employ a genetic algorithm to control a pulse-shaping system pumping a nonlinear photonic
crystal with ultrashort pulses. With this system, we are able to modify the spectrum of the
generated supercontinuum (SC) radiation to yield narrow Gaussian-like features around pre-
selected wavelengths over the whole SC spectrum.
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1. Introduction

Supercontinuum (SC) generation is the formation of a con-
tinuous broad-band spectrum due to an extreme nonlinear
spectral broadening of narrow-band pulses. The phenomenon
can occur in various nonlinear media and specifically in
waveguides. Photonic crystal fibers (PCF) are photonic
crystals based optical waveguides (i.e. fibers that posses an
ordered, usually periodic, crystalline profile) who revolutio-
nized the generation of ultrabroadband high brightness
spectra through SC generation [1]. The ordered profile is used
either for guiding light which is spectrally contained in the
band gap of the crystal, or for engineering the dispersion of
the guided light, or for both.

Owing to their unique light guiding properties [2] PCF
found applications in numerous physical fields ranging from
frequency metrology [3, 4], which enabled preforming pre-
cision measurements of fundamental physical constants [5], to
particle levitation and guidance [6]. Moreover, PCF has
emerged as a powerful tool in various imaging techniques
through medical imaging (optical coherence tomography) [7]
to biophotonic imaging (through nonlinear microscopy)
[8–11].

Due to its outgrowing technological and scientific
contribution, controlling PCF generated SC has been the
subject of many studies. In particular, the complex nature of
the nonlinear dynamics governing SC generation [1], which
excludes analytical solutions for general pulses pumping the

PCF, calls for the use of genetic and evolutionary optim-
ization algorithms, which are often used in cases where
analytical solutions are unknown [12].

Improvement of nonlinear microscopy by amplitude and
phase shaping a fiber SC [13], and by an adaptive spectral
phase shaping prior to pulse propagation through the fiber
[14, 15] has been demonstrated. In the last case, the suc-
cessful generation of Gaussian like features at a pre-
determined wavelength over relatively narrow ranges of about
50 nm were demonstrated. Evolutionary algorithms were also
implemented to gain control and optimize the output SC
spectrum [16, 17]. We also mention numerical works in
which genetic algorithms (GAs) were applied to determine
the carrier wavelength, power and duration of the pump pulse
to control the frequency location of solitonic components of
the SC spectrum [18, 19]. Whereas previous successful
experiments [14, 15] focused on gaining control over limited
SC spectral range, in this study we experimentally demon-
strate enhancement and shaping of pre-chosen spectral fea-
tures over the full SC spectrum (excluding the spectral range
of the pump pulse). We also quantify and measure the tem-
poral stability of the SC spectrum which is an important factor
that can influence the convergence of the GA.

The spectral shaping is achieved through the use of an
evolutionary algorithm optimizing the pulse shape prior to
propagation throughout the PCF. As commercial SC systems
usually supply an optional tunable filter to select a required
narrow band out of the whole continuum, our work can
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increase the performance of SC based wavelength-tunable
sources equipped with filters. It might also serve as a step
toward the use of SC radiation as a filter-less light source.

2. Methods

2.1. Experimental setup

The experimental setup (see figure 1) is based on a Ti:sap-
phire oscillator (Coherent Vitara-T) providing a 25 fs pulse
train with a repetition rate of 80MHz and a central wave-
length (CWL) of 800 nm. The spectral phase of the pulses is
shaped with a 4f pulse shaper [20, 21] that was built in our lab
using a pair of 35 cm focal length cylindrical mirrors, and a
pair of 1200 lines mm–1 holographic gratings (Richardson-
Newport). At the Fourier plane we use a 640 pixels, dual-
mask spatial light modulator (Jenoptik SLM-S640d). There
are 4096 possible phase levels at each pixel. The shaped
pulses are coupled to a 1 m nonlinear PCF (NL-PM-750)
through a 20X microscope objective (Newport M-20X) with a
numerical aperture of 0.40. The output SC spectrum is mea-
sured using a fiber coupled spectrometer (Ocean optics
USB4000-XR1-ES) and is used for the GA fitness function.

2.2. Design of the GA

The GA implemented in this study is based on a variation of
the approach presented in [22]. A flow chart for our own
implementation is shown in figure 2. An initial population of
100 random pulses is created through the application of phase
masks imprinted by the SLM. A figure of merit (FOM) is then
calculated for each corresponding generated SC spectrum
with respect to a pre-defined target spectrum:
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Here, S St t l= ( ) is the target SC spectrum, S Sj j l= ( ) is
the SC spectrum due to the application of a given input pulse.
I 0l is the intensity at wavelength λ0 for a given input pulse,
while Imax is the maximal intensity at the initial SC spectrum
before shaping the input pulse. S∣∣ ∣∣ denotes the norm of the
spectrum S while S St já ñ∣ denotes the inner product between the
two spectra.

The FOM is a fitness function which measures the
similarity of the spectrum Sj to the target spectrum St, while
giving precedence to spectra with higher intensity I at the
CWL λ0. The factor of 3 in the exponent is a regularization

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup. The Ti:sapphire pulses are sent to a pulse shaper whose phase patterns are controlled by a
genetic algorithm. The half wave-plate λ/2 and the polarizer P are used to set the intensity of the input beam before the PCF. Coupling into
the PCF is achieved using a X20 objective with a numerical aperture of 0.4. SC radiation is focused onto a fiber coupled spectrometer and the
spectrum is used as an input to the genetic algorithm.

Figure 2. Flow chart for the genetic algorithm. FOM=figure of
merit. St, Sj are the target and current-pulse generated spectra, I 0l is
the current generation intensity at the desired wavelength λ0, Imax is
the maximum initial intensity (over the whole spectrum),
BT= binary template. Pi, Pj are binary, number strings, R, Rinit, Rfin

are current, initial and final mutation rates, n is the generation
number, γ is a decay factor for the mutation rate.
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parameter stating that the algorithm would invest more efforts
as long as I Imax0 <l but once they are about the same the
added benefit of making I Imax0 >l is diminishing very fast
with I 0l . We note that the spectra used in the calculations are
first filtered of the area associated with the incoming pulse
spectrum, such that S(λ> 750 nm)= 0 for target spectra
having CWL λ0< 900, and S(750 nm< λ< 850 nm)= 0 for
target spectra having CWL λ0³ 850.

After ranking the initial population through their FOM
values, a generation of offsprings, whose number is equal to
that of the original population, is created through hybridiza-
tion and mutation [23] of elite individuals (6% of highest
ranked parental generation). Specifically, each offspring is the
outcome of two randomly selected elite parents whose phase
mask values are denoted by 640-length, 12-bit valued, num-
ber strings Pi and Pj. The breeding combines two methods:
half of the offsprings population is generated by single-point
crossover [23] while the other half is generated by using
a random binary template (BT) which draws SLM
pixel values from the parents by the following relation:

P Poffspring BT BTi j= +· · , where x realizes the NOT
binary operation. All offsprings are also subject to mutations
in which random pixels are assigned with random phase
values. The number of random pixels to be mutated is set by
the mutation rate R, which is the ratio of the number of
mutated pixels out of the total number of pixels (640). The
mutation rate is changing as a function of the generation
number n:

R R R
n

Rexp , 2init fin fin
g
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+
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where Rinit and Rfin are the initial and final mutation rate
respectively, and γ is a decay factor. The values of the para-
meters of this equation were determined through off-line
simulations as the ones who lead to a fast convergence of the
GA. In particular, we used the values Rinit=10%, Rfinal=
0.08% and γ=25.

As equation (2) indicates, the mutation rate decreases as
the generations progress. A new generation is evolved
through replacement of 30% of the lowest ranked individuals
in the population with highest ranked offsprings.

The algorithm iteratively optimizes the population until a
halting condition is met when n�400 successive generations
do not succeed in improving the value of the FOM.

3. Results

Instability of the spectral structure was observed during the
experiments. It was previously shown that broadband noise
on SC spectra generated in a microstructured fiber can cause
amplitude fluctuations up to 50%. It was experimentally and
numerically approved that this noise originates in nonlinear
amplification of the input-pulse shot noise and in spontaneous
Raman scattering throughout the fiber [24, 25]. Other con-
tributions to the SC amplitude noise, which differs from the
input shot noise, are fluctuations in the laser input power
[26, 27] and laser alignment instabilities.

As the GA is evolving while the system itself has
inherent instabilities, it is relevant to quantify the SC spec-
trum degree of instability between the successive application
of new test pulses to the PCF. For this, we note that in our
experiment new pulses were applied to the PCF at a rate of 1
every 250 ms, which comprises of the integration time set for
the spectrometer (100 ms) and the writing time to the SLM
when a new phase mask is applied (150 ms). Thus, we
quantify the stability of the system for a time interval of 250
ms by averaging the normalized inner product of the spectrum
at time ti and at time ti+1 for i N1, 2, ..= with

t t 250i i1t = - =+ ms:
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This calculation was preformed for N=104 to yield a
value of 0.86. This basically means that, on average, after 250
ms the spectrum is 86% similar to itself. This level of
instability did not prevent the GA from substantially
increasing the FOM value, optimizing the SC spectrum for
specific target functions.

The main results of this work are presented in figure 3
showing the SC spectrum before (dashed red line) and after
(continuous blue line) the operation of the GA for various
target spectra in the form of a Gaussian with full-width at half
maximum (FWHM) of 20 nm, and with nine different values
of the CWL ranging between 540 and 980 nm (marked with a
vertical black dot-dashed line). All spectra are normalized
with respect to their total energy. In most of these cases, there
was hardly any radiation at the desired CWL position. For all
cases, a substantial growth of the Gaussian-like feature at the
desired wavelength is observed after the application of the
GA. We note that the initial spectrum is different for each
case, this is due to the fact that every case was conducted at
another day, and every run of the experimental setup required
small realignment, which due to the inherent instabilities and
sensitivity of the SC process to initial conditions, lead to a
different initial spectrum in each case. We remind that for the
FOM calculation spectral filtering was applied to exclude the
spectral range of the initial pump pulse. Specifically for all
target CWLs below 750 nm, the spectrum in the calculation
was set to 0 for wavelengths 750 nm> . For target CWLs
above 850 nm, the spectrum was set to 0 for the range
between 750 and 850 nm. The initial FOM for target CWL
smaller than 750 nm (larger than 850 nm) was no larger than
0.1 (0.043). An exception was the case for λ = 540 nm which
had a significant amount of energy around the desired
wavelength to begin with, for which the initial FOM was
0.802. All cases show a significant increase in the final FOM
values compared with the initial ones, concomitant with the
increase in energy around the target CWL.

In figure 3 we have presented several, but not all of the
results for the various target spectra around all chosen CWL.
In figure 4, we present all our FOM values for many target
spectra with specified CWL. We notice the general trend
below the pumping spectrum (around 800 nm) that as the
target CWL is getting closer to 800 nm, the FOM values are
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getting smaller, indicating it is harder to modify the spectrum
in this case. This trend is reversed for wavelength above the
pumping spectrum. The reason for this trends is unclear to us.
We note that a similar observation (over narrower band-
widths) was reported in [14].

Since genetic evolution has a random element in its
operation, the number of generations needed for the algorithm
to get to the halting condition cannot be easily predicted. On
average, the algorithm was stopped after about 700 genera-
tions, which is equivalent to a running operation of about 6 h.

Figure 5 shows a typical evolution of the best FOM of each
generation for the target spectrum having CWL=700 nm. It
is seen that the actual optimization of the spectra is achieved
through the first 100 generations. We also note that the final
FOM value is usually stable for the last several hundred
generations which means that the form of the desired spectral
feature is also stable during this time.

Figure 3. Genetic algorithm shaped SC spectra. Initial (red dashed line) and final (blue continuous line) SC spectra for evolutions with target
Gaussian feature with different center wave lengths (CWL, marked with a dot-dashed vertical black line) and FWHM of 20 nm. FOM values
are the final figure of merit values for each evolution.

Figure 4. FOM values for different target spectra with specific
center-wavelength.

Figure 5. Figure of merit (FOM) evolution example. Evolution of
FOM parameter for the best solution in each generation for an
experiment with target spectrum having CWL=700 nm. This
specific evolution lasted for n= 473 generations (which took about 4
h). The algorithm reached its halting condition after 400 generations
have passed with no improvement of the FOM. Inset shows a
zoomed-in view for the first 100 generations.
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4. Conclusions and discussion

Despite the inherent instabilities associated with the highly
nonlinear process of super continuum generation, we have
shown experimentally that a GA can be successfully applied
to modify the spectrum with Gaussian-like features at pre-
determined locations across the whole spectral range of the
radiation. We note that the algorithm was unsuccessful to fit
the width of the target Gaussian features when this width was
changed to values larger than FWHM=30 nm. These results
can contribute towards the use of SC radiation as a tunable
radiation source, with or without additional spectral filtering.
For making an optimization procedure controlling the SC
spectrum a more practical approach, there are at least two
possible pathways. First, if this procedure is applied to a
highly stable system, a library of pulses generating specific
spectra can be generated and later be used to supply imme-
diately a desired spectrum. Second, this highly nonlinear
problem calls for the use of a deep learning network [28] that
would be trained to model the nonlinear response of the PCF.
After training, the application of the network would be
immediate.
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